Church In An Old Hawaiian Town - by John Noble

Intro: C/// G7/// C/// G7///
C C7
In a little village church
F Fm
In an old Hawaiian town
C G7
That's when I met the girl of my
C G7
dreams
C C7
When the organ played a song
F Fm
And the choir sang along
C G7 C
It was just like heaven to me

Chorus:
C
And when the preacher said,
C7
"Amen"
F Fm
I took her by the arms and then
D7 G7
Down the aisle we strolled together
C C7
That's when I found my happiness
F Fm
With the girl that God had blessed
C G7
In that church in an old Hawaiian
town  repeat chorus
C G7
Yes, in that church, in an old
F C
Hawaiian town
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